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law library? Does calling a computer a “law library”
necessarily make it so? Or is this simply calling the dog’s
tail a leg? Wikipedia defines a law library as, “… a library
designed to assist law students, attorneys, judges, and
their law clerks and anyone else who finds it necessary to
correctly determine the state of the law.” The American
Bar Association requires all accredited law schools to
have a law library. Its specifications are detailed and
exacting. Space here doesn’t allow itemization of the vast
collection requirements regarding both secondary and
primary sources and finders. See ABA “Standards and
Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools”. The
American Association of Law Libraries (AALL), too,
publishes standards for county law libraries. It likewise
sets out a lengthy list of materials, including decisions of
all state and federal appellate courts, statutes, codes and
regulations. Additionally included are the state’s legal
encyclopedia, significant state-oriented legal treatises
and practice materials, the state digest, selected legal
periodicals and newspapers, and “state oriented reference
tools including state government manuals, legal and
social services directories.” See, “County Public Law
Library Standards” (July, 2008), AALL.

On Behalf of
the Publisher
By James T. Walker
President, Friends of the
Rupert J. Smith Law Library

“I wouldn’t really know too much
about pressure. I stay away from it like
snow in the Sahara. That reminds me,
‘isn’t it funny how an adage might get
lost in cultural translation? For instance,
take the saying, ‘Don’t eat yellow snow.’
Well, try telling that to a Bedouin who’s never
left the desert and has never seen pictures of
other climates. You might have to rephrase it to,
‘Never eat yellow sand,’ which is sort of
silly.”
–Jarod Kintz, I Should Have Renamed
This

It’s doubtful that all such material will be found on
only one collection of databases. Those comprehensive
databases are enormously expensive and not generally
accessible, particularly not in terms a lay individual can
follow. But suppose it were so. Suppose that, however
unlikely, the computer sufficed to cover all of the material
required of it by either ABA or AALL standards? Would
that be sufficient to transform the computer into a “law
library”? Not really. A trained law librarian and print
materials must additionally be added to the mix.

A

braham Lincoln once famously asked, “How
many legs does a dog have if you call the tail a
leg? Four. Calling a tail a leg doesn’t make it a
leg.” His point of course was that a thing is what it is, no
matter the effort to transform it by relabeling the thing as
something else. So too sows ears and silk purses. Even
law libraries.

The role of law librarians was extensively analyzed by
the County Law Library Task Force, an ad hoc body
created by California Assembly Bill 1095 (2003), in a
state where, unlike Florida, all counties are required to
provide a law library for use of the public. See California
Business and Professions Code sections 6300—6364. The
librarian’s function is described in these terms: “Today,
county law librarians have very different backgrounds
and qualifications than their predecessors. Some
law librarians have both a law and a graduate library
degree. Others have legal practice experience. Many
law librarians participate in outreach programs such as
the online reference service “Ask now”, as well as help
expand public access to legal information through library
web pages. As a profession, law librarians play a vital role
in the extended legal community of lawyers, paralegals,
legal document assistants, unlawful detainer assistants,
students, self-represented litigants, and the ever-growing
number of non-attorneys researching legal matters that
pertain to their own personal and business lives.” See
“County Law Library Task Force Report”(2004), pg. 8.
Presence of a trained law librarian is essential to assist
users in navigating the complex, labyrinthine legal
resources on hand.

A nearby courthouse county law library fell on hard times
not long ago. The collection wasn’t kept current. Patrons
and supporters fell away. Eventually administrators
decided that the space occupied by the law library could
be better used for something else. It happened that a
public library was located across the street from the
courthouse. The county proposed that the law library
be moved next door into the public library. With great
fanfare, the move was accomplished. Now, “law library”
signs within the public library direct the patron to the
second floor, where a large, prominent sign labeled
“law library” dangles from the ceiling. Underneath this
sign are several bays containing old law books. A few of
these books were published as recently as ten years ago.
The rest are considerably more ancient, and make a nice
display featuring antique works. Next to this display there
is a lone computer with a plaque overlaying the screen
which advises that the data terminal may be accessed only
if the user possesses a library card and first goes to the
media center. The terminal is seldom used. This is all that
remains of the neighboring county’s law library.
It poses an interesting question. What exactly is a
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Nor are such materials exclusively electronic in character.
The AALL cautions that a combination of both print
and electronic resources is crucial: “It should be noted
that it is critically important that a proper mix of print
and electronic resources be maintained in county public
law libraries. While online technology will provide a
fundamental baseline for research platforms of future law
libraries, certain print collections will always be needed
and should be retained as part of the library’s holdings
as a balance against countless deficiencies inherent in
today’s electronic media.” Comment, VI. County Public
Law Library Collection, “County Public Law Library
Standards” (July 2008), AALL.
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For the impatient, e-mail your answer to:
nora@rjslawlibrary.org for confirmation. For the
patient, the decoded quote will appear in the next issue.

And despite the enthusiasm of geeks, Gutenberg’s
Revolution lives on. Paper-based print remains inherently
superior to glowing display screens as a medium for
transmitting knowledge: “Studies in the past two decades
indicate that people often understand and remember text
on paper better than on a screen. Screens may inhibit
comprehension by preventing people from intuitively
navigating and mentally mapping long texts. …
Preliminary research suggests that even so-called digital
natives are more likely to recall the gist of a story when
they read it on paper because enhanced e-books and
e-readers themselves are too distracting. Paper’s greatest
strength may be its simplicity.” Jabr, “The reading
brain in the digital age: Why paper still beats screens”,
Scientific American (November, 2013).

Poet’s Corner
Dry Land And Drowning
By A.C. Everlove

That neighboring county, which effectively closed its
law library, did its residents no favors in so doing. The
rich will continue to find justice. The not-so-rich and the
poor may not. Litigation lawyers in individual practice
will find it hard to compete against big firms, which
retain access to expansive databases, private libraries
and staff librarians. Unrepresented litigants cannot hope
to find for themselves the simplest provisions of law and
procedure. Members of the general public have no access
to the extensive collection of pro se materials on offer in
a law library. There is no one to walk them through the
process of first studying their subject matter in a legal
encyclopedia or hornbook, next going to the statute or
rule, and then to the case and seeing if that case remains
valid. A public law library matters. Thank you for your
support. /JimW

I’ve spent too many nights alone
The ashtray an over flowing pizza box.
Television set to mute.
Lying there watching the light, like liquid,
Pool upon the floor,
Slide across the walls,
Rise up to the ceiling.
You know it is like drowning?
Listening to the rain against the roof,
Dripping from the eaves,
Thrumming echoes from some far off room.
Did I die that night she found me?
A pile against the wall
My face was bleeding.
Say it. Please, say it with feeling.
It’s alright. It’s alright. It’s alright.
You know I never cry?
Not for you and not for me.
Not for all the time and space in between.
But you know that’s a lie.
5

A REVIEW OF DISCOVERY PRACTICES

O

ne of the frequent frustrations in civil and family law litigation is disputes about discovery.
Clients don’t understand how complete their answers must be and see discovery motions
as harassment and excuses to run up the bill. Lawyers find it tedious and inconvenient to
thoroughly provide discovery and often delegate the task to staff. Even so, lawyers also suspect
deliberate obfuscation when they don’t receive complete disclosure. Often motions to compel
degenerate into ad hominem attacks against opposing counsel. Judges perceive discovery
motions as unnecessary wastes of time and quickly lose patience with them. So why am I writing
about a topic everyone finds distasteful? Well, I hope to share some information on recurring
issues I see in court with the hope this will reduce the frequency of discovery hearings.

By The Hon. F. Shields
McManus, Circuit Judge

PREREQUISITES FOR MOTIONS TO COMPEL.
Not infrequently lawyers come to a hearing in my courtroom on a motion to compel discovery
and disagree on what has been done. It is clear to me that the lawyers are unfamiliar with what
has been asked and what has been answered or produced. No doubt they have delegated the
work to staff and have inadequately reviewed the matter before setting the issue for a hearing.
Most grievously, the lawyers have failed to confer with one another. This is not only sloppy and
unprofessional but it is a violation of the rules.
State and local rules require every lawyer, and even an unrepresented party, to confer or attempt
to confer with the opposing counsel or unrepresented party and certify in the motion and/or the
notice of hearing that the movant “in good faith” has done so.1 Certification containing language
to the effect that an effort will be made to resolve the issue in the future is not sufficient.2 The
notice of hearing should also contain the estimate of time required. 3 The local rule reminds us:
“Should the court determine that there has not been a good faith attempt to resolve the matter the
court may impose sanctions against the moving party or their attorney.”4
A so-called “ex parte” motion to compel may be filed and granted without a hearing when the
opposing party has completely failed to respond or object within the time allotted and has not
requested an extension.5 This local rule does not exempt counsel from the requirement to certify
a good faith effort to resolve the discovery matter.6 It appears some lawyers file these ex parte
motions automatically after the deadline with little or no effort to confer. This is a rule violation.
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require automatic disclosure and mandate that the attorneys
jointly prepare a discovery plan early in the litigation.7 Motions to compel and motions for
protective orders are only filed after extensive discussions between counsel have narrowed the
issues as much as possible. This is a good practice to follow in state court.
TALK TO OPPOSING COUNSEL EARLY AND EXTENSIVELY.
The best practice is to call as soon as you get notice of who is the opposing counsel or pro se party
and establish some rapport. Discuss a plan of discovery and provide discovery promptly. Call
again before filing any motion to obtain discovery. Don’t make boilerplate objections. Discovery
requests should be discussed with the client by the lawyer as well as by staff. Motions to compel
and objections should be reserved for well-reasoned differences of opinion after the opposing
parties have carefully reviewed what requests and responses have been served and conferred.
Motions are necessary, of course, when a party repeatedly fails to respond.
MAKE THE RECORD.
If the lawyer (or unrepresented party) has followed the rules, done due diligence, and decides a
motion to compel or objection and/or motion for protective order is necessary, how should this
be done? More often than not, I see motions and objections that fail to provide the necessary
information. Lawyers argue motions without assuring that the facts are in the record. The lawyer
must ask if everything in the motion or objection established as fact is in the record. Unsworn
statements by a lawyer about things not self-evident in the Clerk’s record do not establish facts in
6
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Objections to discovery based on claims of privilege or
work product require a description of the nature of the
thing not disclosed “that will enable other parties to assess
the applicability of the privilege or protection.”17 This is
sometimes known as a “privilege log”.

A REVIEW OF DISCOVERY PRACTICES
the absence of stipulation. Often an affidavit is necessary.
The trial court cannot rely upon the unsworn statements
as the basis for making factual determinations. The
appellate court will not consider the lawyer’s unverified
pleadings as facts upon review of the record. If the lawyer
wishes to establish a fact, there must be sworn testimony
through witnesses.8

The Fourth District Court has relied on this rule from the
local federal court rule in construing the Florida rule.18
Where a claim of privilege is asserted in objecting
to any interrogatory or document demand, or subpart thereof, and an answer is not provided on the
basis of such assertion:

Likewise, for objections to discovery, the burden of
proof is on the objector. A motion for protective order on
grounds such as “annoyance, embarrassment, oppression,
or undue burden or expense” per Rule 1.280(c) often
requires an affidavit showing details. An objection to
burdensomeness of interrogatories can be denied when
the record fails to show with particularity the difficulty
of furnishing the information sought.9 An objection will
be given serious consideration when an affidavit from
a competent witness establishes the approximate size
of the records to be reviewed to compile the requested
information, and the estimate of work required.10 The
more specific the search problem is described, the more
likely the court will grant some relief. It is certainly
inadequate to object without making an effort to survey
the scope and nature of information available and the
means available to deliver the information. Yet I have
had attorneys argue that the production is too burdensome
and then tell me they have not even asked the client what
records exist.

(i) The attorney asserting the privilege shall in
the objection to the interrogatory or document
demand, or sub-part thereof, identify the nature
of the privilege (including work product) which
is being claimed and if the privilege is being
asserted in connection with a claim or defense
governed by state law, indicate the state’s
privilege rule being invoked; and
(ii) The following information shall be provided
in the objection, unless divulgence of such
information would cause disclosure of the
allegedly privileged information:
(A)

The record can be made by affidavit,11 deposition, or
evidentiary hearing. The burden of proof is limited
to an estimate of cost based on specific facts. The cost
should be weighed against the relevancy of the discovery
information sought. 12
A court reporter should be present if a party wishes to
seek appellate review, which must be by petition for writ
of certiorari to quash a discovery order issued by the
trial court. An appellant must show that the ground for
review was raised in the trial court.13 To be entitled to a
writ of certiorari, a party must demonstrate both material
injury that cannot be remedied on plenary appeal, that
is, irreparable harm, and a departure from the essential
requirements of law.14 For example, irreparable harm has
been found where a discovery order potentially requires
the disclosure of personal information subject to privacy
restrictions on dissemination, including names and
addresses of non-parties to a lawsuit.15 Nevertheless, it
also has been held that the identity of non-parties having
knowledge of facts of a case is within the general scope
of discovery and, therefore, it is not a departure from the
essential requirements of law to order discovery.16

For documents: (1) the type of document;
(2) general subject matter of the document; (3) the date of the document; (4)
such other information as is sufficient to
identify the document for a subpoena duces tecum, including, where appropriate,
the author of the document, the addressee
of the document, and, where not apparent, the relationship of the author and addressee to each other....

When an objection is made without providing this
disclosure, the court may deem the objection to be
waived. The failure to provide a privilege log, however,
is not an automatic waiver of the privilege but a matter of
the court’s discretion.19
When the court finds that discovery of privileged materials
is relevant and should be granted, the court should
consider some protective measures that the interests of
the holder of the privilege, the interests of the parties, and
the furtherance of justice require.20 The parties should
negotiate a protective order or confidentiality agreement.
The court can stay discovery until the parties have had
an opportunity to negotiate. In the event the parties are
unable to agree, the trial court should narrowly tailor any
order requiring disclosure in such a way as to protect
privilege and privacy interests.21

PRIVILEGE, WORK PRODUCT, AND PROTECTIVE
ORDERS.
7
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expense of responding to a request is great, the court in
its discretion may require a party to post adequate bond
to indemnify the responding party against such costs
or require counsel to inspect documents and records at
locations in another state.30 If requested, the court should
make provision for the payment of cost to a non-party
to produce subpoenaed documents.31 An expert may not
be compelled to give an opinion without payment or to
compile or produce nonexistent documents.32

A REVIEW OF DISCOVERY PRACTICES
In some cases, before ordering disclosure of unredacted
documents, the court may have to review the documents
in camera to determine whether the information sought
is privileged or work product.22 The court may order the
attorneys for the parties not to disclose either the questions
or the answers during a deposition to anyone, including
their clients, until the trial court has further reviewed the
matter.23
SANCTIONS.

Costs can be taxed at the end of litigation, too, and in
taxing costs, the trial judge has discretion to determine
that overly burdensome discovery requests by the losing
party should be compensated to some extent by allowing
specific requests for costs incurred thereby.33

Motions for sanctions such as dismissal, default, or
striking of pleadings require findings of fact after an
evidentiary hearing, so such a motion cannot be decided
at a Uniform Motion Calendar. Lawyers routinely request
extreme sanctions for common discovery violations.
Such a practice is futile. It has been held repeatedly
that the striking of pleadings is the most severe of all
penalties and to be done only in extreme circumstances.24
To impose the extreme sanction, the trial court must
make express findings of fact showing that the refusal to
obey discovery orders constituted willful and deliberate
disregard.25 So as not to punish a party unduly for an
attorney’s malfeasance, the Florida Supreme Court has
set out the factors to determine whether a dismissal or
default as a sanction is appropriate:

In conclusion, remember that discovery should be a
reasonable effort of due diligence to prepare for settlement
or trial. It should not be misused to cause stress or expense
to others. Likewise, the requested information should be
produced completely and in a timely fashion. If each
party makes a good faith effort to lay out the known facts,
litigation can be resolved sooner and with less expense.
Judge F. Shields McManus is a Nineteenth Judicial Circuit
Court Judge appointed in 2007 and elected in 2010. Since
then he has been assigned to many divisions and has a broad
judicial experience. Judge McManus is a graduate of FSU
and FSU College of Law. He is active in the legal community and has sat on several boards and served as president.
Additionally, Judge McManus is active in educational, charitable and civic organizations in Stuart and Martin Counties.

1) whether the attorney’s disobedience was willful, deliberate, or contumacious, rather than an
act of neglect or inexperience; 2) whether the attorney has been previously sanctioned; 3) whether the client was personally involved in the act
of disobedience; 4) whether the delay prejudiced
the opposing party through undue expense, loss
of evidence, or in some other fashion; 5) whether
the attorney offered reasonable justification for
noncompliance; and 6) whether the delay created
significant problems of judicial administration.
Upon consideration of these factors, if a sanction
less severe than dismissal with prejudice appears
to be a viable alternative, the trial court should
employ such an alternative.26

Endnotes for this article may be found on the last
pages of our online edition at: www.rjslawlibrary.
org

These are known as the “Kozel” factors after the case
Kozel v. Ostendorf.27 The record must show that these
factors were considered before the extreme sanction
can be imposed.28 Whenever possible the purposes of
the rules of civil procedure should be fulfilled through
imposition of lesser sanctions such as attorney’s fees and
cost awards29, fines, or limitations of use of evidence.

Save The Date
Annual Law Day Reception

COSTS OF PRODUCTION.
Generally, there is not a requirement to pay in advance
the costs of requested discovery. In routine discovery, it
is not expected that the costs will be paid in advance but
may be billed to the other party. Where it appears that the

April 30, 2014
Sponsored by The Friends of the Rupert J. Smith
Law Library
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The ALJ Hearing

The ABC’s of SSA’s SSDI and
SSI Disability Determination
Review Process - Part II

The hearing before an ALJ is the next level of review.
A hearing is coordinated by an ALJ from the Office of
Disability Adjudications and Review (ODAR)4, upon
request by a claimant or any other person adversely
affected by the reconsideration determination. 5

By the Hon. Douglas A. Walker,
Administrative Law Judge,
Social Security Administration

A hearing request must be in writing, 6, and must be filed
at a social security office within sixty (60) days from the
date the Reconsideration Notice is mailed. If the hearing is
not requested within the 60-day limit, the Social Security
Administration may grant an extension of time for late
filing on a showing of good cause. 7

Forward: The discussion below is the concluding section
of a two part article providing a brief overview of the
Social Security Administration’s Disability Determination
Review Process. Part I is in the Nov/Dec 2013 issue of
Friendly Passages.
Initial Determination –Step 1

The ALJ sets the time and place for the hearing.8 An ALJ
or an attorney advisor can issue a fully favorable decision
based on the evidence of record without holding a hearing.
9
A partially favorable decision based upon a prehearing
case review requires a hearing.10

W

hen a claimant is denied social security
disability benefits on their initial application
for benefits, he or she will receive written
notification from the Administration. This notice will
advise the claimant of the initial determination and the
right to a reconsideration of the decision, if desired. The
claimant must then advise the Administration in writing
of a desire to appeal and request a reconsideration of the
decision. An initial determination becomes final unless
reconsideration is requested within sixty (60) days from
the date of receipt of the Notice of Determination. 1

Over thirty federal agencies enlist the services of about
1,800 federal administrative law judges. About 85% of
all federal Administrative Law Judges are employed by
the Social Security Administration. SSA ALJs presided in
over 550,000 cases in 2011.
At the hearing, the ALJ looks fully into the issues,
questions the claimant and other witnesses, and accepts
any documents that are material to the issues.11 The
ALJ may issue subpoenas, at his or her own initiative
or upon request by a party, for production of documents
or for appearance and testimony of witnesses when it
is reasonably necessary to the full presentation of the
case.12 Hearings may be scheduled for, and held by, video
teleconferencing.

Reconsideration Determination
The reconsideration determination is the second step in the
administrative procedure. At the Reconsideration level,
the Administration will review the initial determination
and any other medical evidence that is submitted by
the parties or otherwise obtained. A reconsideration
determination becomes final unless a hearing is requested
within sixty (60) days from the date of claimant’s receipt
of notice of the reconsidered determination or unless such
determination is revised in accordance with 20 CFR sec.
404.905, or unless the expedited appeals process is used
in accordance with 20 CFR sec. 404.900(a)(6).

The ALJ has a duty to fully and fairly develop the record.13
The Commission also has a duty to notify a claimant of
the statutory right to retain counsel at the social security
hearing, and to solicit a knowing and voluntary waiver
of that right.14 The obligation to fully and fairly develop
the record exists if a claimant has waived the right to
retained council, and even if the claimant is represented
by counsel.15 Where an unrepresented claimant has not
waived the right to retained counsel, the ALJ’s obligation
to develop a full and fair record rises to a special duty. 16
This special duty requires the ALJ to “scrupulously and
conscientiously probe into, inquire of, and explore for
all the relevant facts” and to be “especially diligent in
ensuring that favorable as well as unfavorable facts and
circumstances are elicited.” 17
continued on page 10

Due to an historical anomaly, state agencies adjudicate
disability claims at the initial and reconsideration levels.
Each state agency operates under contract to the Social
Security Administration, pursuant to rules formulated
by SSA. State agencies which operate in different states
under different names2, employ analysts who collect
and review documentation and are supported by staff
consultant medical reviewers.
State agency personnel never see disability claimants
in person with one exception; when an individual is
medically reevaluated for continuing disability, he or she
is entitled to a “Disability Hearing”, which is an informal
procedure presided over by a state agency “Disability
Hearing Officer” (DHO). A DHO should not be confused
with an ALJ. 3

Come To The Next Friend’s Meeting

9

Please come join your Friends at the next
meeting at the Rupert J. Smith Law Library.
Please check the website for the date and time.

continued from page 9

The decision at the Appeals Council, affirming an ALJ
denial or refusing review, is the final decision of the
Commission and may be appealed to the federal district
court.31

The ABC’s of SSA’s SSDI and
SSI Disability Determination
Review Process - Part II
Practice Pointer: At the ALJ hearing level, the Social
Security Administration is not represented. Therefore, the
ALJ is often depicted as wearing “three hats”.18

The Appeals Council “will” review a case if there appears
to be an abuse of discretion by the ALJ, if there is an error
of law, or if the ALJ’s action, findings, or conclusions are
not supported by substantial evidence.32

Evaluation of the Claim by the ALJ

Just as the ALJ has a duty to investigate the facts, and
to develop arguments both for and against the granting
of benefits, the Appeals Council’s review is similarly
broad.33 The Appeals Council, not the claimant, has the
primary responsibility for identifying and developing the
issues.34

In evaluating a claim for disability benefits, an ALJ must
evaluate the claimant’s case with respect to five criteria: 19
1. Is the individual performing substantial gainful
activity? 20
2. Does he or she have a severe impairment? 21
3. Does he or she have a severe impairment that
meets or equals an impairment
specifically listed in 20 CFR Part 404, Subpart P,
Appendix 1? 22
4. Can he or she perform his or her past relevant
work? 23
5. Based on age, individual functional capacity,
education and work experience
can the applicant perform other work of the sort
found in the national economy?24

Judicial Review in Federal Court
A civil action is initiated in U.S. District Court by filing a
Complaint. The Commissioner of Social Security, by the
United States Attorney in the judicial district, will file an
Answer, together with a copy of the transcript of record in
the court.
The United States District Court has jurisdiction over
the Commissioner’s decisions.35 Judicial review of
these decisions is limited to determining whether the
administrative findings are supported by substantial
evidence and whether the proper legal standard was
applied.36 “Substantial evidence” is more than a scintilla
of evidence, but less than a preponderance; it is “such
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as
adequate to support a conclusion.”37 It is not the function
of the court to try the case de novo or resolve conflicts in
the evidence, or decide questions of credibility.38

The ALJ has the obligation of developing a full and fair
record regarding the vocational opportunities available
to a claimant.25 Once the finding is made that a claimant
cannot return to prior work, the burden of proof shifts to
the Secretary to show other work the claimant can do.26
The burden is met through straightforward application
of the Medical-Vocational Guidelines (the “grids”)27 or
expert vocational testimony.
The claimant has the initial burden of proving the
existence of a disability as defined by the Social Security
Act.28

At the District Court, the social security disability appeal
is generally heard by a Magistrate who prepares a report
and recommendation. The report is invariably adopted by
the District Court. At that point, the determined appellant
may appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals, which will
review the lower court’s conclusion, as a whole, to make
sure it is supported by substantial evidence in the record.39

Appeals Council
The Appeals Council is the final level of administrative
review. If review is granted, the Appeals Council may
issue a decision affirming, modifying, or reversing the
ALJ decision or remanding the case for a new hearing.29 If
the Appeals Council initiates review on its own motion, it
must do so within 60 days of the date of the ALJ decision
by sending written notice to the claimant or any other
party to the hearing.30 The Appeals Council is located in
Falls Church, Virginia, and is comprised of around 66
Appellate Administrative Judges (AAJs), two of whom
make a decision on the appeal.

The district court may remand the case back to the
Commissioner for a rehearing under sentence four of
42 USC sec. 405(g), under sentence six at 42 USC
sec. 405(g), or under both sentences. To remand under
sentence four, the district court must either find that the
Commissioner’s decision is not supported by substantial
evidence, or that the Commissioner incorrectly applied
the law relevant to the disability claim.40

continued on page 16
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Poets and the Law:
Literary Depictions of
Lawyers, Crime, and Justice

In fact, generations of lawyers have gotten their starts by
reading and writing poetry. First-year law students are
readily familiar with William Blackstone, the18th-century
legal scholar most noted for writing the Commentaries of
the Laws of England. Blackstone attended Oxford and
studied Greek, logic, rhetoric, philosophy, mathematics,
geography and poetry.

By Ashley Walker

He was particularly skilled at Greek, mathematics, and
poetry; his undergraduate notes on William Shakespeare
were later included in a 1781 edition of the Bard’s plays.
After a year and a half of study, he was admitted to the
Bachelor of Civil Law program. His later works describe
the difficulty of leaving the “warbling woods” of poetry
for “wrangling courts and stubborn law”. In his poem
“The Lawyer’s Farewell to his Muse”, for example, he
depicts “the tedious forms, the solemn prate, / The pert
dispute, the dull debate, / The drowsy bench, the babbling
Hall”, which were poor substitutes for the “long cathedral
walks” of poetry.

“The business of the law is to make sense of the confusion
of what we call human life - to reduce it to order but at the
same time to give it possibility, scope, even dignity.
“But what, then, is the business of poetry? Precisely
to make sense of the chaos of our lives. To create the
understanding of our lives. To compose an order which
the bewildered, angry heart can recognize. To imagine
man.”
--Archibald MacLeish

T

o many lawyers and students of the law, poetry
may seem foreign. Poets view the world through
a conceptual veil, using ambiguity and obfuscation
as tools to connect their words with the experiences of a
broad audience. Lawyers, on the other hand, value clarity
and directness in language. It is true that some illustrious
legal figures, including Judge Richard Posner, have
criticized judicial language as overly obscure and full
of legal-ese. Posner frequently decries the use of jargon
by judges, clerks, and lawyers, writing in his 2013 book,
Reflections on Judging, “Like other professionals, judges
don’t want to be transparent to the laity. They want their
calling to be a mystery, and one way to make it so is to
complexify what they do.” Posner then rewrites an entire
opinion from an appellate court, noting: “The court’s
opinion is 3,237 words long; my version is 602 words
long.” However, at their core, both poetry and legal
writing are about communication. Poets and lawyers both
must ask, “How can we make our ideas clear?”, and “How
can we say what we need to say in the most effective way
possible?”.

Blackstone had a long and celebrated career as a lawyer
and scholar, but he never entirely forgot his early days as
a poet and student of literature.
The “Father of English Literature”, Geoffrey Chaucer,
likely studied law in the Inner Court of London when he
was 23 or 24, just before he became a member of the royal
court of Edward III. In The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer
includes a tongue-in-cheek portrayal of an illustrious,
proud attorney who charges high fees and owns many
fashionable robes. Of him, it is said (using Modern
English spelling), “Nowhere so busy a man as he there
was; / And yet he seemed busier than he was”. This
description could perhaps apply to many modern lawyers
(as well as professionals in many other fields).
Early British poet John Donne also studied law as a young
man, and made a meager living as an attorney before he
found patronage as a poet. His law career seems to have
been born out of financial necessity as opposed to love
of the law. Throughout the 16 years of their marriage,
his wife gave birth to 12 children. In a state of anguish,
he once wrote that the death of a child would mean one
less mouth to feed, but he could not afford the funeral
expenses.
Many American poets have studied the law, or at the very
least, use law as an artistic metaphor. Others question the
philosophy of criminality by identifying issues with the
treatment of convicts in our society. Walt Whitman is best
known for his elegy for Abraham Lincoln, “Oh Captain!
My Captain!”, and for his egalitarian views of humanity,
as seen in “Song of Myself”.

William Blackstone

Geoffrey Chaucer
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Governor Scott on June 14, 2013. The new law, which
took effect July 1, requires the Florida Supreme Court
to certify to the governor when a Death Row inmate’s
appeals have been exhausted.

Dollars and Sense:
The Economics of
Capital Punishment

The bill would require a governor to sign a death warrant
within 30 days of a review of a capital conviction by the
State Supreme Court, and the state would be required to
execute the defendant within 180 days of the warrant.
Designed to prevent killers from spending years on
death row (the average stay on death row in Florida is 13
years) the bill also sets competency standards for lawyers
handling cases. The state Supreme Court will be required
to make annual reports to the Legislature on how many
capital appeals have been pending more than three years.
Attorneys found to have provided incompetent counsel
would also be reported to the
Florida Bar.

By Lisa Bruno

D

oes it cost more money to fund life in prison
without parole or give the sentence of death
and be placed on death row? Many of us would
quickly answer that execution would be the most cost
effective choice. Most people who support the death
penalty also believe that execution would cost far less
than life in prison, and they may have been right at a time
when executions were swift and
sure. Today the actual execution
by drugs costs taxpayers $1,000,
but that is the final line item cost
after trial expenses, appeals and
continuous motions. Every stage
of a capital case is more time
consuming and expensive than a
typical criminal case, increasing
the cost of capital punishment far
greater than keeping a prisoner in
prison for life.

Florida has 405 inmates
awaiting execution, more
than any other state except
California. State Rep. Gaetz
and backers of his bill said
155 have been on Death Row
for more than 20 years and 10
have been there more than 35
years.
Staff analyses of Gaetz’s bill
said the average time between
sentencing and execution since
1976 when Florida reinstated
the death penalty has been 13
years, two years faster than the
national average of 14.8 years.
Gaetz has reported his bill will
cut time spent on death row to 10 years. Currently the
average length of time between conviction and execution
in Florida is more than two decades. According to Scott’s
office, 13 Death Row inmates would fit the criteria under
the new law to have a death warrant signed.3

Florida spends a whopping $51
million annually to support
the death penalty1, amounting
to a cost of $24 million for
each execution it carries out.2
California has the highest
death penalty costs spending
and estimated $137 million per year and has not had
an execution in four years. A recent study in Maryland
found that the cost for the death penalty over a twenty
year period that produced five executions will be $186
million. Other states like New York and New Jersey spent
well over $100 million and produced no executions. Both
recently abandoned the practice.
In today’s economy, states face pressure to cut costs by
eliminating wasteful programs while preserving essential
services. Death-penalty backers in Florida and elsewhere
largely agree with the criticisms over cost. But rather than
end capital punishment, they aim to make the process
more efficient.
“Too many defendants are gaming the system with legal
maneuvers that have no bearing on guilt or innocence.
This law will put teeth back into Florida’s death penalty,”
said Rep. Matt Gaetz, a Republican and a sponsor of
Florida bill SB 1750.
Dubbed the “Timely Justice Act” the measure passed
the Florida Senate by a vote of 28-10 and was signed by
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But does a speedy execution actually save the Florida
taxpayer money? Less than two weeks after Gov. Scott
signed the “Timely Justice Act” attorneys representing
Death Row inmates filed a challenge with the Florida
Supreme Court saying the bill is an unconstitutional
power grab by the legislature and violates convicts’
constitutional rights to due process and equal protection.
Two of the attorneys filing the suit, Neal Dupree ad
John Jennings, work for Capital Collateral Regional
Counsel. Capital Collateral Regional Counsel leads
the state agencies that represent Death Row inmates in
post conviction proceedings in their respective districts.
Dupree and Jennings asked the Florida Supreme Court to
issue an emergency injunction blocking the law, warning
it will create a “flood of death warrants that will inundate
the courts” and diminish the court’s review of capital
cases.
continued on page 13
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Dollars and Sense: The Economics
of Capital Punishment

“This is the first time in which cost has been the prevalent
issue in discussing the death penalty,” said Richard Dieter,
director of the Death Penalty Information Center, a data
clearinghouse that favors abolition of capital punishment.

A top concern with the new law is limits on appeals that
can be made once a warrant is signed. Only 19 of the 75
prisoners executed in Florida since the death penalty was
reinstated were put to death after their first warrant, the
lawyers wrote. They also requested that the Court hear
oral arguments in the case.

The most recent arguments against the penalty centered on
the ever-increasing number of convicts cleared by DNA
evidence. Some of the worst cases occurred in Illinois.
In 2000, then-Gov. George Ryan placed a moratorium
on executions after 13 people had been exonerated from
death row for reasons including genetic testing and
recanted testimony. Ryan declared the system “so fraught
with error that it has come close to the ultimate nightmare,
the state’s taking of innocent life.”

If the law is not halted, “the process will have the
unconstitutional and irreversible result of individuals
being executed under a legislatively determined judicial
procedure in which violations of their constitutional rights
go unresolved,” the lawyers wrote in an 89-page filing.
“Further, Florida history shows that diminished process
can have tragic and irreversible consequences.”

He commuted the sentences of all 167 death row convicts,
most to life imprisonment without parole. His moratorium
is still in effect.

The request for an injunction also includes a lengthy
examination of efforts by the Supreme Court, the
Legislature and previous governors to come up with a
more expedited yet fair death penalty procedure.

Death penalty trials are more expensive for several
reasons: They often require extra lawyers; there are strict
experience requirements for attorneys, leading to lengthy
appellate waits while capable counsel is sought for the
accused; security costs are higher, as well as costs for
processing evidence — DNA testing, for example, is far
more expensive than simple blood analyses.

North Carolina has also tried to cut death penalty costs
by trying to repeal the state’s Racial Justice Act, which
has been successfully challenged by several death row
inmates claiming their sentences were grounded by racial
bias. Supporters believe that the law has bogged down the
death penalty system in North Carolina, which has not
executed anyone since 2006.

After sentencing, costs continue to rise. It costs more
to house death row inmates, who are held in segregated
sections, in individual cells, with guards delivering
everything from daily meals to toilet paper.

Supporters of the bills in both North Carolina and Florida
say that the wheels often move slowly in capital cases
for a reason: to ferret out mistakes that might lead to a
wrongful execution. For example, Seth Penalver was
recently exonerated after spending 18 years in prison
and on Florida’s death row. Evidence of his innocence
was withheld for nearly 18 years, according to Floridians
for Alternatives to the Death Penalty. He is the 24th
exonerated inmate from Florida’s death row. And, the
group says, he is the eighth prisoner exonerated after
spending more than 10 years on death row because of
how long it took evidence of innocence to emerge.

In California, home to the nation’s biggest death row
population at 667, it costs an extra $90,000 per inmate
to imprison someone sentenced to death — an additional
expense that totals more than $63.3 million annually,
according to a 2008 study by the state’s Commission on
the Fair Administration of Justice.
Meanwhile, the nationwide number of death sentences
handed down has declined over the past decade, from
284 in 1999, to 111 in 2008. Reasons differ significantly
depending on who’s providing them: Pro-death penalty
activists say it’s because crime rates have declined and
execution is a strong deterrent; abolitionists say it’s
because jurors and judges are reluctant to risk taking a life
when future scientific tests could prove the accused not
guilty.

The greatest costs associated with the death penalty
occur prior to and during trial, not in post-conviction
proceedings. Even if all post-conviction proceedings
(appeals) were abolished, the death penalty would still be
more expensive than alternative sentences.4
In 2007, time and money were the reasons New Jersey
became the first state to ban executions since the U.S.
Supreme Court reinstated the death penalty in 1972. Legal
costs were too great and produced no result, lawmakers
said. After spending an estimated $4.2 million for each
death sentence, the state had not executed a convict since
1963. Also, by doing away with capital punishment,
New Jersey eliminated the risk of executing an innocent
person.

As a public policy choice, execution requires trade-offs
of public resources and investments for state legislators
and local prosecutors. The costs of administering capital
continued on page 14
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Dollars and Sense: The Economics
of Capital Punishment
punishment are prohibitive. If the state is going to spend
$5 million on law enforcement over the next few decades,
what is the best use of that money? Is it to buy two or three
executions or to fund for example emergency services,
or crime prevention programs? The burden of these
costs diverts resource dollars from police, healthcare,
infrastructure, or tax decreases.
The costs of capital punishment weigh heavily on
legislators and taxpayers in these dismal economic
times. States must come to terms with the fact that each
execution can cost between $ 2.5 million and $5 million
dollars compared to less than $1 million for a life sentence
and ask themselves whether that money can be put to
better crime control measures.
Justice Byron White, writing in Furman v. Georgia
(1972), when the Supreme Court outlawed capital
punishment, noted that when only a tiny proportion of
individuals who commit murder are executed, the penalty
is unconstitutionally irrational. The lessons of Furman
once again haunt the present-day reality of most states,
when execution is used so rarely as to defy the logic of
deterrence. As states across the country adopt reforms to
reduce the pandemic of errors in capital punishment, we
wonder whether such necessary and admirable efforts to
avoid error and the horror of the execution of the innocent
won’t—after many hundreds of millions of dollars of
trying—burden the country with a death penalty that will
be ineffective, unreasonably expensive, and politically
corrosive to the broader search for justice.5
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As we express our gratitude, we must never forget
that the highest appreciation is not to utter words,
but to live by them. ~John F. Kennedy

continued from page 11

Poets and the Law:
Literary Depictions of
Lawyers, Crime, and Justice

In “You Felons on Trial in Courts”, Whitman addresses
the titular felons, saying that he is just as culpable as
they are, though he does not stand trial. The speaker of
the poem compares himself to the “convicts in prisoncells” and “sentenced assassins”, for he is as “ruthless
and devilish as any”. He feels that he “belong[s]” to the
convicts and prostitutes he sees; they share a common
humanity, flawed though it may be.
Oscar Wilde displays an even greater level of empathy
in “The Ballad of Reading Gaol”, written soon after his
incarceration for ‘homosexual offenses’ [note: gaol is an
alternative British spelling of ‘jail’]. Wilde was sentenced
to two years’ hard labor in prison, where he was forbidden
from using a pen or paper for many months. While he was
a prisoner, Wilde grew gravely ill and spent two months
in the infirmary. The poem that his experiences produced,
“The Ballad of Reading Gaol”, does not focus upon
whether the law is just or unjust. Instead, it highlights
the intrinsic brutality of the criminal punishments to
which convicts were then subjected. Wilde asked that the
poem be published in Reynold’s Magazine, “because it
circulates widely among the criminal classes – to which I
now belong”, and added ruefully, “for once I will be read
by my peers – a new experience for me”.

inspired by the landmark legal case of the Scottsboro
Boys, who were nine black teenagers accused of rape in
Atlanta in 1931. The case is now widely regarded as a
miscarriage of justice. One of the two alleged victims
later admitted that the entire story was fabricated, but
two all-white juries still found the boys guilty of the
fictitious crime. In “Justice”, a poem from the Scottsboro
collection, Hughes writes, “That Justice is a blind goddess
/ Is a thing to which we black are wise. / Her bandage
hides two festering sores / That once perhaps were eyes”.
In a later poem, he asks, “8 black boys and one white lie. /
Is it much to die?” Here, Hughes highlights the travesties
that the boys suffered in order to draw attention to the
failure of justice when racial politics overwhelm reason
and empathy.
For as long as literature has existed, poets have attempted
to make sense of the bleakness and tragedy of the world.
They have identified entrenched societal problems
and offered solace to those who have suffered from
them. Poets also use their work to poke fun at society,
employing the power of words to draw attention to the
absurdities of life. Lawyers are similarly bound by the

Close to the end of his time in prison, Wilde wrote,
“When first I was put into prison some people advised me
to try and forget who I was. It was ruinous advice. It is
only by realizing what I am that I have found comfort of
any kind. Now I am advised by others to try on my release
to forget that I have ever been in a prison at all. I know
that would be equally fatal. It would mean that I would
always be haunted by an intolerable sense of disgrace,
and that those things that are meant for me as much as
for anybody else – the beauty of the sun and moon, the
pageant of the seasons, the music of daybreak and the
silence of great nights, the rain falling through the leaves,
or the dew creeping over the grass and making it silver –
would all be tainted for me, and lose their healing power,
and their power of communicating joy. To regret one’s
own experiences is to arrest one’s own development. To
deny one’s own experiences is to put a lie into the lips of
one’s own life. It is no less than a denial of the soul.”
He campaigned heavily for penal reform until his death
from meningitis, just six months after his release from
Reading Gaol.
Langston Hughes was a preeminent figure in the Harlem
Renaissance, best known today for “A Dream Deferred”.
Much of his work focuses on the harsh treatment of
African Americans in American society of the 1920s and
1930s. In 1932, he published a volume called Scottsboro
Limited, Four Poems and a Play in Verse. The book was

Oscar Wilde

Langston Hughes

power of words; in many circumstances, their writing may
persuade courts to adopt a new set of principles or see an
issue from a new perspective. When poetry and the law
come together, the result is often even more powerful than
it would have been if they were used separately. Clarence
Darrow, the attorney who argued in front of the Supreme
Court during the Scopes trial, was quoted as saying,
“Inside every lawyer is the wreck of a poet”. However,
a more optimistic counterpoint to this statement would
call attention to the gift that so many lawyers have for
thoughtful, poetic expression, and celebrate the ways in
which justice, crime, and the law have inspired literature
for generations.
Ashley Walker is a first-year law student at Duke University.
Before coming to law school, she was a legal assistant with the
firm Lichtman and Elliot, PC, in Washington, D.C., specializing in immigration and asylum law. She graduated from Dartmouth College in 2010 after studying English Literature and
Arabic. While in college, she participated in Arabic language
study abroad programs and held internships in Fez, Morocco,
Cairo, Egypt, and Jerusalem, Israel. Subsequently, she was a
paralegal with Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton, LLP, work15 ing primarily on antitrust litigation and securities.

Administration is proud of the procedure and, to the
undersigned’s knowledge, has no plans to significantly
change it. Thus, a claimant willing to “stay the course”,
together with an aggressive representative, has a strong
probability of success.

continued from page 10

The ABC’s of SSA’s SSDI and
SSI Disability Determination
Review Process - Part II
Remand

Douglas A. Walker received his J.D. degree from
the University of Florida College of Law in 1984.
He was in private practice until appointed a U.S.
Administrative Law Judge in 2004 by the Social
Security Administration. Since then, he has presided
over 5,000 disability hearings. The views and opinions
expressed in the article are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect those of the Social Security
Administration.

After a sentence four remand, the district court enters a
final and appealable judgment immediately and then loses
jurisdiction.41
At that point, the claim is returned to the Appeals Council,
which enters an order remanding the case back to the ALJ
for a rehearing. If the ALJ has heard the case on at least
two occasions, the claim is reassigned to a different ALJ.
For all practical purposes, the rehearing upon remand is a
hearing de novo.

Endnotes for this article may be found on the last
pages of our online edition at: www.rjslawlibrary.
org

A sentence six remand may be warranted even in the
absence of an error by the Commissioner if new, material
evidence becomes available to the claimant. /42/ With a
sentence six remand, the parties must return to the district
court after remand to file modified findings of fact. /43/ In
other words, the case is remanded to the Appeals Council,
which fashions an order remanding the claim to the ALJ
for a rehearing. The district court retains jurisdiction
pending remand, and does not enter a final judgment until
after the completion of remand proceedings.
Fees Under the Equal Access to Justice Act (“EAJA”)
The Equal Access to Justice Act (“EAJA”) is a fee
shifting statute, the purpose of which is to ensure
that aggrieved individuals will not be prevented from
seeking redress from erroneous governmental action,
by defraying the cost of attorney fees and other legal
expenses in civil actions under specified circumstances.
EAJA was first enacted in 1981. /45/ There are four basic
requirements for an EAJA award. First, the individual
must be an eligible party. Second, the individual must be a
“prevailing party”. Third, the government’s position must
not have been “substantially justified” or there must not
be any special circumstances which will make an award
unjust. Fourth, there must be a final judgment. Where all
of these conditions are met and if application for EAJA
fees is timely filed, attorney’s fees and costs should be
awarded. /46/
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It is difficult to conceive of a federal agency having more
procedural safeguards for a claimant seeking disability
than the Social Security Administration. At the ALJ
level of review the Social Security Administration is not
represented. At the district court level, claims are often
remanded by the court, or at the request of the Social
Security Administration, to the same or different ALJ
for essentially a hearing de novo. The Social Security
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Lawrence believed that by allowing the charter of the
Second Bank of the United States to expire, President
Jackson was the primary obstacle to the receipt of the
money owed to him. Lawrence’s behavior changed
in other ways as well. He began to dress as an English
dandy, grew a mustache, and was seen riding horses with
women of “loose character.” Lawrence also exhibited
rage, paranoia, and fits of uncontrollable laughter. He also
held long conversations with himself that foreshadowed
the attempt on Jackson’s life. In one such conversation,
Lawrence reportedly said, “Damn him, he does not know
his enemy; I will put a pistol . . . Erect a gallows . . .
Damn General Jackson! Who’s General Jackson?” One
witness stated that the day before the attempt, Lawrence
was sitting in his paint shop, holding a book, when he
suddenly dropped the book, left the shop, and exclaimed,
“I’ll be damned if I don’t do it.”

His Majesty, The Assassin!
By Robert Brammer

J

anuary 30th marks the 178th anniversary of the first
attempt on the life of a sitting President. It was on
this day in 1835 that Richard Lawrence attempted
to assassinate President Andrew Jackson outside of the
Capitol Building. Richard Lawrence was born in England
and when he was a child, he moved to Washington, DC
with his parents. Lawrence did not seem to show signs of
mental illness as a young man. At trial, his relatives and
acquaintances described him as “a remarkable fine boy
. . . reserved in his manner, but industrious and of good
moral habits.” He began painting houses in Georgetown
as a teenager, and continued doing so into his thirties. In
November of 1832, Lawrence
suddenly declared that he was
returning to England, but only
made it as far as Philadelphia
before
returning
home,
declaring that England was
too cold. Several months later,
Lawrence again departed for
England, but quickly returned
home, this time explaining
that people, including the
government, were preventing
him from traveling abroad.
When pressed on the issue,
Lawrence reported that the
Philadelphia newspapers had
attacked his character and disclosed his travel plans. He
resolved that he would save his money until he could hire
his own ship and crew to make the voyage.

The attempt on President
Jackson’s life occurred on a
damp, misty day on January
30, 1835. President Jackson
attended a funeral for the late
Rep. Davis that was held in
the House Chamber. As the
President departed the funeral,
he approached the east portico
of the Capitol. Lawrence drew
a pistol from his pocket, aimed
it at the President’s heart, and
fired. An explosion occurred,
but only the cap had fired. The
President charged Lawrence
with his cane, ready to strike
him. Lawrence then produced another pistol, aimed, and
fired. The second shot rang out as the President reached
Lawrence, who then ducked to avoid being struck by the
President’s cane. The President then yelled, “Let me
alone! Let me alone! I know where this came from.”
Lawrence was then subdued by onlookers. The President
was quickly whisked away in a carriage to the White
House, where he was said to exhibit a surprising sense of
calm.

Soon after, Lawrence began a downward spiral. He quit
painting, stating that he did not need to work because he
was King Richard the III and would soon receive payment
from the US Congress for his various estates.

Andrew Jackson
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Why didn’t Lawrence’s pistols fire? After the conspiracy
theories faded, a belief took hold that the President had
been spared by providence, an opinion which President
Jackson adopted in a letter to the King of England.
Whether providence or luck, this belief inspired the
public and served as a political benefit to the Jackson
administration. Lawrence’s pistols were later examined
and were found to be loaded correctly, and even the
powder used was said to be of good quality. An expert
reported the odds of two successive misfires to be 125,000
to 1, and when the weapons were tested, they both fired.
So what happened? It is now believed that the damp
conditions on that January day, and the susceptibility of
the pistols to malfunction in such conditions, led to the
misfires.
continued on page 22

It’s Literature, Not Obscenity:
The Ulysses Case
By Richard Wires
eginning in the mid-nineteenth century, friction
built between legislators land courts seeking to
ban writings they believed obscene, and writers
trying to make literature more representative of actual
conditions and lives. In both Great Britain and the
United States, one side used official means to impose
conservative mores on society and the arts while the other
developed new methods of expression that tested old
restraints and bounds. Conflicts increased with literary
movements like realism, naturalism and the changing
social composition of the reading public. How class
interests and attitudes guided England’s acts and rulings
provides important insight. Even highly respected figures
in literature felt societal pressures, such as Leo Tolstoy
living ten years after its start yet never winning the Nobel
Prize in Literature, partly because his masterful novels
offended some people’s sensitivities. Key American
court rulings recognizing literary merit as a defense
against obscenity charges date from the 1930s. Changes
in Britain came later. The circumstances of how James
Joyce’s Ulysses finally won admission to the United
States are an instructive focus.

B

For years, the definition of obscenity in Britain and
America was taken from Queen v. Hicklin (1868) but
with different stresses on certain points. Did an item
tend to deprave or corrupt “those whose minds are open
to such immoral influences” and into whose hands the
item might fall? Victorians thought the vulnerable were
young people, women, and the expanding working class
in Britain. Class attitudes were evident: the upper classes
could govern themselves in matters of morals. Books
intended for them with a restricted circulation, perhaps in
a foreign language or perhaps copies just too costly, were
permitted because inaccessible to the masses. Publishers
issuing translations of Emile Zola’s works in cheap
editions were prosecuted in the 1880s, for instance, while
Zola’s novels in French or translation in fine hardcover
editions did not face challenge. A stronger concern in
America was shielding the young.
Other points warrant note. Official action was taken
against the material, as in customs seizures, or publishers
and distributors were prosecuted, for spreading obscene
items, but writers tended not to be charged. Thus, the
prosecutions did not impinge upon the individual’s
freedom to create. Oliver Wendell Holmes made clear
that prior censorship in American would violate free
expression rights under the First Amendment. Such rights
were less clearly stated in England but writers’ freedom
was not under threat. Only finished products were subject
to legal action but a work with any pornographic or
obscene content was condemned as a whole. Intent was
not an issue and literary quality was neither a defense nor
even deemed judicially relevant.
18

What apparently occurred in a famous British case
illustrates the character of enforcement.
English
author Radclyffe Hall had written a novel, The Well of
Loneliness (1928), with a lesbian theme but her book
was then challenged in both British and American courts.
Despite reviews treating it as a literary work, the Sunday
Express launched a newspaper campaign to have the
novel suppressed. Subsequently, it was banned under
the Obscene Publications Act of 1857 which let one man
render decisions. He heard no testimony but labeled the
novel obscene even though no graphic material appears
in it. On appeal, his finding was upheld unanimously and
apparently without one judge having read the book. The
work’s literary merit was deemed irrelevant. In America,
attempts to ban it failed in the Customs Court and then in
an action pursued in New York courts. Nothing specific
in the work was considered obscene.
In the early 1930s, Bennett Cerf of Random House
wanted to publish Ulysses in an American edition and
wrote to Joyce at his Paris home. Responding on 2 April,
1932, the author explained what Ulysses had encountered.
Twenty-two publishers had rejected his first prose work,
Dubliners, and then an entire printing was seized and
burned. Joyce took the text of Ulysses to Paris when
he moved there in 1920. A serialization of the novel in
the Little Review had begun but was halted when British
officials prosecuted the two women publishers. Other
efforts to publish also failed. However, when poet Ezra
Pound introduced Joyce to Sylvia Beach, owner of the
English-language bookstore Shakespeare and Company
in Paris, Beach got it printed in France for an early 1922
release. All copies shipped to Britain and America were
seized and destroyed.
Joyce recounted the “very peculiar situation” existing
in America. Getting a copyright required republication
in the United States, within six months, of any Englishlanguage book first published elsewhere. With no copy
allowed into the country, he could not acquire a copyright.
Yet with the growing literary reputation of Ulysses and its
author, the novel was smuggled in, and secret printings
were being sold with Joyce receiving no royalties.
Attempts to stop such pirating had been futile as was a
protest signed by 167 writers who opposed the ban. Joyce
wished Cerg well in his “courageous venture” to publish
Ulysses in America. Random House began its efforts with
a challenge to American Customs.
continued on page 19

James Joyce

author’s God’s Little Acre (1933), a domestic publication
not involving the Customs Service. Objectors to the
novel invoked a New York law against the spreading of
pornography. More than sixty prominent writers, editors
and critics supported the book. Ultimately, the state court
ruled the work was not pornographic.
Not surprisingly the novel sold over ten million copies
in the wake of the publicity but the defense of literary
quality did not always succeed.

continued from page18
It’s Literature, Not Obscenity: The Ulysses Case
When the Customs Service confiscated the “obscene”
book under Section 1305 of the Tariff Act of 1930, the
attorneys for Random House appealed. Federal Judge
John Woolsey, of the Southern District of New York,
presided at United States v. Ulysses and issued his
decision on 6 December 1933. Woolsey heard the case
without a jury since it seemed unlikely that jurors would
read or could assess Ulysses. His own
reading and study of the novel had
been thorough. He found that despite
its “unusual frankness” the book was
not pornographic, but a “sincere and
honest” work, even an “amazing tour de
force” in terms of the writer’s objectives.
That it seemed by turns “brilliant and
dull, intelligible and obscure” also had
to be said. Woolsey cited the case that
defined “obscene”: the test was a work’s
effect on a person with average sex
instincts. This is what Woolsey called
“l’homme moyen sensual,” or someone
who in torts law would be referred to as
a reasonable person. In his judgment,
the novel was a “sincere and serious
attempt to devise a new literary method
for the observation and description of
mankind” and could not be banned as
obscene. With the book thus available,
an American copyright was obtained
and Random House immediately issued its own edition.

As with Ulysses, the works of American
writer Henry Miller were barred by the
American Customs since they were
published in Paris and shipped: Tropic of
Cancer (1934), Black Spring (1934), and
Tropic of Capricorn (1939). Their candid
sexuality was labeled obscenity. State bans
were also enacted to stop smuggled copies.
Prosecutions of publishers and booksellers
were numerous. After Grove Press released
Tropic of Cancer in 1961, it fought such bans
in the courts. Grove Press Inc. v. Gerstein
reached the Supreme Court and it became
the focal case. Again at issue was the book’s
character given the mounting respect it had
acquired. In 1964, the court recognized it as
a work of literary merit, overturned the state
court’s decision, and opened the prospect for
legal publication of all of Miller’s novels.
In Britain, a movement to replace the 1857
law and 1868 test slowly gained strength
during the 1950s. The decade saw cheap editions of
gangster novels by Hank Janson attacked and banned
apparently to protect their young readers. But a challenge
to the publication of Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita failed
since it was a quality hardcover. With enactment of a new
Obscene Publications Act in 1959, literary merit became
a defense. But in 1960, Penguin Books was prosecuted
for publishing D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s
Lover. Although the publisher was acquitted, based
upon the book’s stature, the censorship issue remained
troublesome.

The decision was widely hailed as a turning point in
the struggle against censorship. Implicit in the judge’s
use several times of “sincere” was the belief that the
intention is important. (There is an implicit belief that
the intention is important by the judge’s use of the term
“sincere” several times throughout the ruling.) Novelists
may use words and descriptions to make characters and
situations more realistic; other writers may deliberately
create salacious works intending to market them as
pornography. Thus intention may make obscenity and
pornography two different things. An analogy is that
few people would call a classic oil painting of a nude
obscene or pornographic. Woolsey’s test for obscenity,
deemed “lucid, rational and practical” by Random House
attorney Morris Ernst, established the American defense
of “artistic integrity.” Ernst observed that censors’ efforts
“to reduce the reading matter of adults to the level of
adolescents” had been thwarted by Woolsey. In addition,
he noted that December 1933 had brought another change
too: the amendment repealing Prohibition was approved
that month.

continued on page 22

Concurrent with the Ulysses case was another prosecution,
brought by the New York Society for the Suppression of
Vice, against Erksin Caldwell and Viking Press for the
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Florida Bar CLE Programs At The Law Library
The Rupert J. Smith Law Library of St. Lucie County will lend CLE disks to all Florida Bar Members. Please call us
or email us if you would like to borrow one of our programs. If you are at a distance, we will mail them to you. You
are responsible for mailing them back after having them a week. If you keep them longer, the overdue fine is $1 per
day. Only one program at a time, please. We want to fulfill as many requests as soon as possible. We hope you are
able to take advantage of this opportunity.
Recorded CLE Programs - Sorted by Expiration Date
Course #
Title

Expiration
Date

General
Hours

Ethics
Hours

1473C
1425C
1428C
1332C
1577C
1544C

Guardians and Attorneys Ad Litem
32nd Annual RPPTL Legislation
2012 ELULS Annual Update
New Frontiers in Post Litigation
An Introduction to E-Filing and E-Discovery
Practice Management Track 6th Annual Solo
& Small Firm Conference - The Extraordinary
Lawyer: Minding Your Own Business

1/25/2014
1/27/2014
2/9/2014
3/20/2014
3/21/2014
3/21/2014

2.5
8
16.5
4.5
2
9

0
1
1
3
2
2

1543C
1484C
1431C

Technology Track: Solo & Small
Nuts and Bolts of Workers’ Comp Appeals
Annual Ethics Update: Ethics Technology & Trust
Accounting

3/21/2014
4/15/2014
4/18/2014

10
1.5
5

3
0
5

1525C
1475C

Basic Bankruptcy, Collections and Foreclosures
2012 Case Law Update: Stay Up to Date and Learn
About Recent Developments and Notable Decisions
in Family Law That Will Impact Your Practice

4/19/2014
4/24/2014

8
2.5

1
0

1434C

Bankruptcy Law & Practice: View From the Bench
2012

5/8/2014

4.5

0

1560C
1444C
1510C
1494C
1557C

Deposing the Expert Witness
Sunshine Law, Public Records & Ethics
Probate Law 2013
Masters of DUI 2013
Till Divorce Do Us Part...The New Beneficiary
Designation Legislation

6/11/2014
8/8/2014
8/21/2014
8/22/2014
8/26/2014

2
9
7.5
8
1

0
6
1
1.5
1

1495C
1529C
1741C
1459C
1501C
1482C

Topics in Evidence 2013
Basic Criminal Practice
Survey of Florida Law
36th Annual Local Government in Florida
Hot Topics In Appellate Practice 2013
Beyond Ch. 61: Interrelated Laws Every Divorce
Lawyer Should Know

9/15/2014
10/26/2014
10/30/2014
11/10/2014
11/17/2014
12/5/2014

7.5
7
6
12
8
7

2
2
0
2
1
0

1094C
1503C
1535

Building a Business in a Down Economy
Florida Law Update 2013
Developing a Business Plan for the Start-up Law
Firm

12/26/2014
12/27/2014
1/26/2015

2.5
8
1.5

1
1
1

20

1612
1617
1660C

Keeping Up With Changing Times: Same-Sex
Issues and Beyond in Your Family Law Practice
ELULS Annual Update
The Tangled Web of Ethics-Advertising Websites &
Social Media

2/7/2015
2/8/2015

3.5
19.5

0
8

3/11/2015

2.5

2.5

4/4/2015

7

1

4/9/2015

8

1

1632

Practice Before DOAH: Judge Cohen’s Opus

1625

How NOT to Get Beaten Up in Domestic Violence
Court

1640

Current Development in Estate Planning
Techniques

4/18/2015

8

1

1728
1623

2013 Case Law Update: Stay Up to Date and …
Annual Ethics Update 2013

4/23/2015
4/23/2015

2.5
4

0.5
4

1749

Get Ready for the LL “Sea” Change - Navigating
the New Florida Revised LLC Act

4/24/2015

7.5

0

1633

39th Public Employment Labor Relations Forum

4/24/2015

11.5

2.5

1637

5/7/2015

4.5

0

1639

Bankruptcy Law & Practice: View From the Bench
2013
Agricultural Law Update

5/22/2015

5

1

1672

Probate Law Essential Issues and Development

6/6/2015

8

1

1540

Electronic Discovery in Florida State Court
Navigating New Rules for New Issues

7/25/2015

3

1

21

continued from page 20
It’s Literature, Not Obscenity: The Ulysses Case
The furor over alleged obscenity or pornographic content
in fiction, films and paintings has quieted down despite
occasional and sensational cases. There will always be
both groups and individuals who differ in how they see
things but a number of landmark decisions have made
legal guidelines clearer.
Note
Some Random House editions reprint major documents
in the Ulysses case. Valuable too is Christopher Hilliard’s
recent article, “’Is It a Book That You Would Even Wish
Your Wife or Your Servants to Read?’ Obscenity Law
and the Politics of Reading in Modern England,” The
American Historical Review, vol. 118, no. 3, June 2013,
pp. 653-678. The question in the title was posed to the
jury by prosecutor Mervyn Griffith-Jones in the 1960
obscenity trial of Lady Chatterley’s Lover and revealed
the official’s elitist and long outmoded view for banning
books. Among Richard Wire’s publications is The Politics
of the Nobel Prize in Literature (2008). Works deemed
too realistic or offensive prevented many writers from
becoming winners, like those mentioned, Zola, Tolstoy,
Joyce and Lawrence, while prizes frequently honored
lesser writers whose works have long been forgotten.
Richard Wires holds a doctorate in European History and a
law degree. He served in the Counter Intelligence Corps in
Germany and is Professor Emeritus of History at Ball State
University, where he chaired the department and later became
Executive Director of the University's London Centre. His
research interests include both early spy fiction and actual
intelligence operations. His books include “The Cicero Spy
Affair: German Access to British Secrets in World War II. “

ATTENTION
Florida Registered

Paralegals

BASIC LEGAL RESEARCH
COURSES
Reviewing Online Legal Research through
Westlaw on Thursday, January 23 at 5:00 p.m.
Basic Legal Research through Print Resources
on Friday, January 24 at 12 Noon
Take one or the other or both sessions.
Each course is $25.00 and is one CLE credit.
Please RSVP so we can prepare your handouts.
The programs will be held at the Rupert J. Smith
Law Library, 221 Indian River Drive Fort Pierce.
Register by calling the library at 772-462-2370. 22

continued from page 17

His Majesty, The Assassin!
Lawrence was taken into custody by the House Sergeant
at Arms, who asked why he attempted the assassination.
Lawrence initially claimed that Jackson had killed his
father three years ago. This turned out to be completely
false. He was then turned over to civilian authorities who
placed him in a local jail. Lawrence was again questioned,
and this time he declared his belief that he was the heir
to the British throne and the President had impeded his
succession. Physicians asked Lawrence about his mental
health, and he assured them it had been “uniformly good.”
When pressed further, Lawrence declared that Jackson
was a tyrant, and that he had learned of this through the
papers and common talk. When asked how Lawrence
would benefit from the assassination, Lawrence stated “he
could not rise unless the President fell.” Unsurprisingly,
the doctors reported that Lawrence was insane.
During the attempt, Jackson declared “I know where
this came from!” It seems the President immediately
believed Lawrence was an assassin for the Whig Party.
When Lawrence was later asked who should be President,
he mentioned John Calhoun, Henry Clay, or Daniel
Webster. This statement bolstered Jackson’s suspicions
that Lawrence was sent by the Whigs. In fact, Jackson
specifically suspected Senator Poindexter was behind the
plot, and Lawrence had reportedly done some painting for
Senator Poindexter. Despite the fact that an investigation
cleared him of any wrongdoing, the suspicion cast upon
Senator Poindexter likely cost him a bid for re-election.
Even the amount of bail set for Lawrence was questioned,
with detractors, including Chief Justice Roger Taney,
believing it was set too low as part of the broader
conspiracy.
Lawrence was prosecuted by Francis Scott Key. At trial,
Lawrence dressed the part of English royalty, sporting
a shooting jacket and cravat. After the trial concluded,
Lawrence made sure he had the last word. After the jury
was instructed, Lawrence said, “It is for me, gentleman, to
pass upon you, and not you upon me.” He was found not
guilty by reason of insanity, and was sent to the asylum
that later became known as St. Elizabeth’s. He died in
1861.
The following materials from the Library of Congress’s
collection were used in preparing this article:
Willard M. Oliver and Nancy E. Marion, Killing the
President, Assassinations, Attempts, and Rumored
Attempts on US Commanders-in-Chief (2010).
Robert Brammer is a legal reference specialist at the Law
Library of Congress. The views expressed here are his own
and do not necessarily represent those of the Law Library of
Congress.

Upcoming Bar Events
St. Lucie County:
Regular Meetings
February 7, 2014
March 7, 2014
April 4, 2014
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
Cobb’s Landing
Friday, January 31
11:00 am to 6:00 pm
Inside the Appellate Court:
An Afternoon with the 4th DCA
Boca Raton Country Club
Wednesday, February 19
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Ask-A-Lawyer Pro Bono Event
The Fenn Center
Friday, April 11
8:00 am to 3:00 pm
19th “Circuit Bench Bar Conference
PSL Civil Center
Friday, May 2, 2014
11:45 am to 1:00 pm
Law Day Luncheon
Pelican Yacht Club

Port St. Lucie Bar Association
Regular Meetings
Wednesday, January 22, 2014
Congressman Patrick J. Murphy
Carrabba’s Restaurant
Port St. Lucie
Wednesday, February 19
Wednesday, March 19
For more info: www.pslba.org
Martin County
Regular Meetings
Friday, January 17
11:45 am to 1:00
Friday, February 21
Friday, March 21
Kane Center
900 SE Salerno Road, Stuart
Saturday, February 15
8:30 pm to 10:00 pm
YLD Happy Hour
At the Blue Door
March 1 – 2
Canoe Trip
April 5
Fish for Fun

April 26

Tennis Tournament
For more information:
www.martincountybar
Indian River County
Friday, February 14
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
Quail Valley River Club
Speaker: Jeffrey Smith,
Clerk of Court
Friday, March 14
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
Quail Valley River Club
Speaker: Gerry Lamothe
Friday, April 14
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
Quail Valley River Club
Program: Old Vero Ice Age Sites
For more information:
www.IRCLaw.org

For more info: www.slcba.org

At The Law Library
By Frank Pennetti

W

hen one is looking for initial library resources
to commence or defend against a lawsuit, a
general treatise on the particular field of law can
be consulted, or case law can be researched. However, a
treatise often provides text that is overwhelming in scope,
and case law requires poring over many opinions to flesh
out the proper legal standards. A more direct starting
point to confronting or initiating a lawsuit can be West’s
Causes of Action volumes. Causes of Action contains onpoint explanations and sample pleadings.
The Causes of Action volumes are laid out in a fashion
that succinctly answers the immediate needs of current
and potential litigants. Each article covers a specific
issue such as “Cause of Action for Violation of Title VII
Resulting From Unlawful Criminal Background Checks”
(58 COA2d 567). An action guide appears near the
beginning of each article to provide bulleted lists of the
standard of proof and defenses. This quickly provides
responses to the “do I have a case?” or “what do I have to 23

show to the judge?” questions that non-lawyers often ask.
A Causes of Action article next presents a short overview
of the relevant law peppered with practice guide bullet
points, such as reminders of limitations on jurisdiction. A
damages award survey in that section typically provides
interesting insights on possible case results. For instance,
in an article on sound recording copyright infringement
(58 COA2d 663), one would learn that some damage
awards against music downloaders had been struck down
for being “simply shocking” or “grossly excessive.”
Following this, a checklist section offers detailed
suggestions on what items should be procured through the
discovery process. One might not think, for example, to
ask about liability insurance policies in a lawsuit based
on equal pay discrimination (58 COA2d 335). Finally,
to see how to put these pointers to good use, an article
will provide sample discovery documents and initial
complaints that serve as functional templates.
The Causes of Action volumes can be searched both
in print and digital formats in the Rupert J. Smith Law
Library. To quickly determine if a set of facts will
comprise a successful case, we invite you to take a look at
them during your next visit.

13 Sovereign Healthcare of Port St. Lucie, LLC. v. Fernandes,
__ So.3d ___ (Fla. 4th DCA December 18, 2013) (Case No.
4D13-1254).
14 Allstate Ins. Co. v. Total Rehab. & Med. Ctrs., __ So.3d ___
(Fla. 4th DCA Mar. 13, 2013) (Case No. 4D12-3095, 2013 WL
949832, at *1).
15 Columbia Hosp. Corp. of S. Broward v. Fain, 16 So. 3d 236,
239 (Fla. 4th DCA 2009).
16 Miller v. Savanna Maintenance Ass’n, 979 So. 2d 1235,
1237-38 (Fla. 4th DCA 2008); Delta Health Group, Inc. v. Estate of Collins, 36 So. 3d 711, 712 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010).
17 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.280(b)(6), which is incorporated in Fla.
Fam. L. R. P. 12.280.
18 TIG Ins. Corp. of America v. Johnson, 799 So.2d 339, 341
(Fla 4th DCA 2001)
19 Century Business Credit Corp. v. Fitness Innovations and
Technologies, Inc., 906 So.2d 1156 (Fla. 4th DCA 2005).
20 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.280(c).
21 Columbia Hosp. (Palm Beaches) Ltd. Partnership v. Hasson, 33 So.3d 148, 150, 151 (Fla. 4th DCA 2010).
22 Summitbridge Nat. Investments LLC v. 1221 Palm Harbor,
L.L.C., 67 So.3d 448 (Fla. 2d DCA 2011).
23 Bestechnologies, Inc. v. Trident Environmental System, Inc.,
681 So.2d 1175 (Fla. 2d DCA 1996).
24 Fisher v. Prof’l. Adver. Dirs. Co., 955 So. 2d 78, 79 (Fla.
4th DCA 2007).
25 Commonwealth Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass’n v. Tubero, 569 So.
2d 1271, 1272-73 (Fla. 1990).
26 Kozel v. Ostendorf, 629 So. 2d 817 (Fla. 1993)
27 Id.
28 Ham v. Dunmire, 891 So. 2d 492 (Fla. 2004); Heritage
Circle Condominium Association, Inc. v. State of Florida,
Florida Department Of Business And Professional Regulation,
Division Of Condominiums, Timeshares And Mobile Homes,
___ So.3d ___ (Fla. 4th DCA September 18, 2013) ( Case No.
4D12-1733) (“We have consistently required the record to
show an express consideration of the Kozel factors.”)
29 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.380.
30 Schering Corp. v. Thornton, 280 So.2d 493 (Fla. 4th DCA
1973) (held unreasonable and unduly burdensome where
defendant would be required to expend more than $4,000 to
respond to request to produce without payment of defendant’s
costs). Rinker Materials Corp. v. Navistar Intern. Transp.
Corp., 654 So.2d 279 (Fla. 4th DCA 1995) (held not abuse of
discretion to order Rinker to produce a truck for testing without any provision in the order for a bond or advance payment
covering costs and any potential loss incurred; Navistar was a
substantial, solvent party able to reimburse Rinker).
31 First Call Ventures, LLC. v. Nationwide Relocation Services, Inc., ___ So.3d ___ 2013 WL 6081758, 38 Fla. L. Weekly
D2431 (Fla. 4th DCA 2013) [No. 4D13-1628 November 20,
2013]
32 Elkins v. Syken, supra at 521.
33 Topp Telecom, Inc. v. Atkins, supra at 1200.

continued from page 8

A REVIEW OF DISCOVERY PRACTICES
(Endnotes)

1 Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.380 (a)(2) The 19th Judicial Circuit has
established local rules in Administrative Order No. 1994-10,
General Circuit Civil Division, paragraph 2.A.; Administrative
Order No. 2007-13, Unified Family Court, paragraph 1.D.6.
and E. These can be found on the website www.circuit19.org.
Fla. Fam. L. R. P. 12.380 incorporates Rule 1.380.
2 19th Judicial Circuit’s Civil Division Procedures (02/06/02)
3 Id.
4 A. O. 2007-13, paragraph VI. E. 1. See also Fla. R. Civ. P.
1.380(a)(4).
5 A.O. 1994-10, paragraph 3.
6 A. O. 2007-13, paragraph VI. I. 1.
7 Rule 26, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This is detailed
further in local rules such as Rule 16, U.S. District Court,
Southern District of Florida. This article will limit further discussion to the Florida and 19th Circuit rules.
8 Leon Shaffer Golnick Advertising, Inc. v. Cedar, 423 So.2d
1015, 1016 (Fla. 4th DCA 1982).
9 Charles Sales Corp. v. Rovenger, 88 So.2d 551, 553 (Fla.
1956) (objection to burdensomeness of interrogatories denied
when record failed to show to the size of its business, or the
magnitude of the task of furnishing the information sought
by the plaintiff), First City Dev., Inc. v. Hallmark of Hollywood Condominium Assoc., 545 So.2d 502, 503 (Fla. 4th DCA
1989) (the objecting party “must be able to show the volume
of documents, or the number of man-hours required in their
production, or some other quantitative factor that would make”
discovery burdensome).
10 Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Inc. v. Perez-Torbay, 555 So.2d
1300 (Fla. 3d DCA 1990)(“Mt. Sinai objected that to compile
the requested information would require a review of some
2,000 pages of hospital records, and would entail the tabulation of an extensive amount of information covering as many
as 400 hospital personnel.”) Elkins v. Syken, 672 So.2d 517
(Fla. 1996) (the objectors did provide affidavits of the volume
and work required to produce the information and their objections were sustained.)

11 First Call Ventures, LLC v. Nationwide Relocation Services, Inc., ___ So.3d ___ 2013 WL 6081758, 38 Fla. L. Weekly
D2431 (Fla. 4th DCA 2013) (“First Call also filed affidavits
showing that production of all of the documents requested
would be unduly burdensome and require $50,000 of employee
time.”); Topp Telecom, Inc. v. Atkins, 763 So.2d 1197, 1199
(Fla. 4th DCA 2000) (In dicta, the court notes there would be
no error in overruling an objection of burden to produce records when it is not supported by record evidence, “such as an
affidavit detailing the basis for claiming that the onus of supplying the information or documents is inordinate.”)
12 McAdoo v. Ogden, 573 So.2d 1084 (Fla. 4th DCA 1991)
(“Resolution of the issue requires balancing of the competing
interests of the relevancy of the discovery information sought
as impeachment information, against the burdensomeness of its
production and the confidentiality interests of the doctor.” “Dr.
Petti’s only burden is producing an estimate as to the approximate cost of compiling the information and subsequently supervising that procedure.”) Overruled on other grounds by Elkins
v. Syken, supra.
24

continued from page 16

The ABC’s of SSA’s SSDI and
SSI Disability Determination
Review Process - Part II
Footnotes
1./ 20 C.F.R. 404.909 (2013).
2./ In Florida, the state agency is the Division of Disability
Determinations, within the State of Florida Department of
Health.
3./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.914 et seq., 416.1414 et seq. (2013).
4./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.929, 416.1429 (2013).
5./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.930, 404.932; 416.1430, 416.1432
(2013).
6./ A Social Security Form (SSA 501-US) is preferred.
7./ 20 C.F.R. 404.933(c), 416.1433(c)(2013). “Good cause” is
generally liberally construed, in the experience of the author.
8./ 20 C.F.R. 404.936, 416.1436(2013).
9./ 20 C.F.R. 404.941, 404.942, 416.1442(2013).
10./ Id.
11./ 20 C.F.R. 404.944, 416.1444(2013).
12./ 20 C.F.R. 404.950, 416.1450(2013).
13./ See 1B Samuelson, Social Security Disability Claims:
Practice and Procedure (1996) for this excellent and succinct
summary, and who cites Welch v. Bowen, 854 F.2d 436, 438
(11th Cir 1988), Cowart v. Swicker, 662 F.2d 731, 735-36 (11th
Cir. 1981).
14./ Samuelson, supra, citing 42 U.S.C. sec. 406; Cowart, id.
at 734.
15./ Samuelson, supra, citing Cowart, id.
16./ Samuelson, supra, citing Brown v. Shalala, 44 F.3d 931,
934-35 (11th Cir.1995), citing also Smith v. Schweiker, 677 F.2d
826, 829 (11th Cir. 1982).
17./ Samuelson, supra, citing Cowart, id. at 735(citations
omitted).
18./ That is, the ALJ has a fiduciary obligation to the Social
Security Trust Fund and must be mindful of the rights of both
the Social Security Administration and the unrepresented
claimant, all while maintaining his or her neutral role.
19./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.1520 (2013).
20./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.1520(a)(4)(i)(2013).
21./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.1520(a)(4)(ii)(2013).
22./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.1520(a)(4)(iii)(2013).
23./ 20 C.F.R. sec. 404.1520(a)(4)(iv)(2013).
24./ 20 C.F.R. sec.404.1520(a)(5)(v)(2013).
25./ Samuelson, supra, citing Allew v. Sullivan, 880 F.2d 1200,
1201 (11th Cir. 1989); Welch v. Bowen, 854 F.2d 436, 440 (11th
Cir. 1988).
26./ Id., citing Gibson v. Heckler, 762 F.2d 1516 (11th Cir.
1985).
27./ 20 C.F.R. Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 2 (2013).
28./ Samuelson, supra, citing Curnes v. Sullivan, 936 F.2d
1215, 1208 (11th Cir. 1981).
29./ 20 C.F.R. secs. 404.967, 416.1467 (2013).
30./ 20 C.F.R. secs. 404.969, 416.1469 (2013).
31./
42 U.S.C. sec. 405(g), 20 C.F.R. secs.404.981,
416.1481(2013).
32./ 20 C.F.R. secs. 404.970, 416.1470 (2013).
33./ Samuelson, supra, citing Sims v. Apfel, 530 U.S. 4003, 120
S.Ct. 2080, 2085 (2000).
34./ Id., citing Sims at 2086.
35./ 42 U.S.C. sec. 405(g), as amended.
36./ Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971); Walters
v. Commissioner, 127 F.3d 525, 528 (6th Cir. 1997).
37./ Richardson, 402 U.S. at 401 (quoting Consolidated 25

Edison Co. v. NLRB, 305 U.S. 197 (1938)); Walters, 127 F.3d
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